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BRAWL STARS walker spanish cchs nick and jack
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Across
2. what's the game mode where its 

only two people

3. which brawler shoots rockets

11. what is the game mode where u 

hold gems

13. which brawler shoots cards

16. how many trophies do u have to get 

nita

17. Best healer

20. who throws fire

21. which brawler has a hammer that 

smashes the ground

22. who many trophies does it take to 

get bo

23. what's the spanish guitar

24. how many legendary brawlers are 

there

26. max level you can get a brawler (not 

power)

27. which brawler is a spanish wrestler

29. which brawler shoots a bag of coins

30. who is the creator of brawl stars

Down
1. who throws dynamite

4. which brawlers bullets bounce off 

people

5. which brawler looks like a barrel

6. what game mode gets you stars 

when you kill someone

7. what was the latest update for

8. who is the cactus

9. whats the box you get when you get 

100 tokens

10. when does a new event start

12. whos shots bounce off walls

14. what is the worst brawler

15. what's the best brawler in the game

18. how many power attacks do you get 

at once

19. best sharpshooter

25. whats the first brawler you get

28. whos the fastest brawler

Word Bank
enfrentamiento dúo tara espiga caja de pelea jessie

cuervo sabado pam tres cebada

franco tres mil rebotar supercelda cien

leon el primo gaitero brock veinte

darryl poco generosidad centavo agarrar gemas

dinamo año Nuevo Lunar shelly mortis tres


